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“The outer edges of the screen are not, as the technical jargon would seem to               
imply, the frame of the film image. They are the edges of a piece of masking that shows                  
only a portion of reality. The picture frame polarizes space inwards. On the contrary,              
what the screen shows us seems to be part of something prolonged indefinitely into the               
universe. A frame is centripetal, the screen centrifugal.” — André Bazin  1
 
As a 21st-century flâneur, I navigate my surroundings through the screen of my             
phone. The space of the screen offers a readymade fragmentation — where the self              
can only be seen through the interface. Through the immediacy of the camera on my               
mobile device, I am able to see my own likeness and my surroundings as images-to-be.               
When the screen is off, it doubles as a mirror. The system of image display on mobile                 
devices imposes a visual order that organizes the heterogeneous mass of images into a              
digestible grid. These digital images are typically in chronological order by default,            
geotagged, and easily sorted and stored. The space of the screen presents our             
subjective experience of the world as an ordered constellation of information for us to              
gaze out at, get lost in.  
I make art that refers to how the self is mediated through structures, objects, and               
images — a kind of self-portraiture that circles around its subject, reflecting a state of               
simultaneous formation and disintegration. Over the past few years, I have used my             
iPhone as a tool to make images of everyday life. As the user of this device, I am                  
defined by both my presence and absence. I am interested in the process of locating               
the self within the scattered yet ordered space of the screen. 
1 André Bazin, “Painting and Cinema” in ​What is Cinema?​, pg. 166. 
3 
Before coming to New York from Arizona, I had been making work that pulled              
content from my immediate surroundings, subjecting objects to transformation that,          
through juxtaposition, resulted in a gesture that I felt resonated with the notion of camp .               2
I was primarily interested in how an object could masquerade as something that it is not.                
The sentimental objects in these “garden” assemblages donned the draggy artifice of            
craft store goods in an attempt to blend in and belong, but jubilantly failed in doing so. 
The model for being an artist that I had subscribed to up until that point had been                 
artists such as Robert Gober and Mike Kelley, prolific producers that had developed             
their own visual vocabulary. In that first year in the MFA program, I was introduced to                
models from other disciplines — the poetic harshness in the writings of Jean Genet,              
Yvonne Rainer’s approach to performance (Doing Nothing/Nothin’ Doin’), and the          
hypertextual photo installations of Wolfgang Tillmans.  
I had begun writing a text with the working title of ​New York, New Mikey​. The                
autobiographical narrative opens with the crumbling of a relationship and my           
subsequent move to New York. The narrative unfolds over several scenes and vignettes             
that circle around a constellation of objects that serve as metonymic containers for             
intimate relationships. Through the form of personal essay, these objects become           
characters. The main storyline, the resolution of a painful breakup, is centered on a              
houseplant nicknamed Emily.  
2 “To camp is a mode of seduction — one which employs flamboyant mannerisms              
susceptible of a double interpretation; gestures full of duplicity, with a witty meaning for              
cognoscenti and another, more impersonal, for outsiders.” Susan Sontag, ​Notes on           
Camp ​, pg. 5. 
4 
In ​A Lover’s Discourse​, Roland Barthes meticulously organizes an index of           
personal and literary examples involving the amorous subject and beloved object. I            
thought of the contents of this tender archive as “amorous notations” that each held              3
parts of the narrative in their varying histories. These objects and their meanings refer              
directly to memory and link to one another within a system of coding.  
3 “In the code of the Japanese haiku, there must always be a word which refers back to                  
the time of day and of the year; this is the ​kigo ​, the season-word. Amorous notation                
retains the ​kigo ​, that faint illusion to the rain, to the evening, to light, to everything that                 
envelops, diffuses.” Roland Barthes, “The Ribbon” in ​A Lover’s Discourse​, pg. 174. 
5 
______​______​______​______​______​______​______​______ 
I don’t remember what I was specifically doing on New Year’s Day in 2017, but at                
around 4:02 PM, as I sat on the boxy blue sofa in the living room, a rainbow appeared                  
on the entertainment center in the form of sequential wavy lines. The spectrum,             
fractured into colored bands in the shape of a rotated rainbow flag, formed a gradient               
smudge that seemed to reverberate before my eyes. In a matter of minutes, the rainbow               
had floated further across the glossy white surface of the entertainment center. It held              
an apparitions’ presence, kissing each surface that served as its screen. The rainbow             
had made it all the way to the adjacent hallway wall before being summoned away by                
the setting sun.  
I had noticed discrete rainbows out on the patio of that apartment before, likely              
due to the combination of west facing sunlight and the glass panes that lined the               
concrete deck. But this enigmatic instance of the rainbow was something I hadn’t             
encountered before. I felt as if it signaled the beginning of something; not only of the                
year, but of some sort of renewal within me. I began to understand it as a New Year’s                  
Resolution — one that couldn’t possibly be compressed into language, but that left me              
feeling as if things might happen for a reason. 
Once the semester began in February, Mondays were my only day off in the              
apartment. I would spend the days catching up on housework and preparing for a class               
that met in the evenings. In the afternoons, I would sit out on the patio. As I burned                  
through readings and cigarettes, I would frequently divert my gaze: to the street below,              
6 
to my dry hands cradling the screen of my phone, to the piles of ash at my feet, to an                    
occasional glimpse of a rainbow.  
Most of these patio rainbows were long, thin bands of color; so slight as to likely                
go unnoticed. I had kept track of them from the beginning and continued to notice them                
on an almost weekly basis. At one point I had become enamored with the colored light                
that would appear along the corners of the glass panels. ​I would sit there, moving my                
head around, observing the little beam slide along its own enclosure.  
On the last day of March that year, Gilbert Baker, the artist who designed the               
original eight-stripe version of the LGBT flag in 1978, passed away in his sleep at the                
age of 65. I found out the following April morning when a coworker of mine showed up                 
to work donned in rainbow attire, carrying a plastic shopping bag full of art supplies. She                
explained that she had participated in a project at The Center with Baker, and that               4
these were gouaches that he had given to her when they had finished. She offered to let                 
me pick one out, and after deciding to let the choice be arbitrary, I ended up with a box                   
that contained two shades of green: one light and the other dark.  
April marked a dry spell for the rainbows. Perhaps there was less moisture in the               
air, or that the sun and I had simply fallen out of sync with one another. After searching                  
YouTube for videos pertaining to rainbows and prisms, I came across one posted by              
MIT titled “Newton’s Prism Experiment.” In it, sunlight is used in conjunction with a prism               
and lens to form a rainbow on a flat sheet of white paper.  
4 The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual & Transgender Community Center located at 208 West 
13th Street. 
7 
For my birthday that May, my mother bought me a prism through Amazon. It              
arrived on April 29, two days before my 26th birthday. ​The prism came in a satin-lined                
dark blue box, with AMLONG CRYSTAL inscribed on top in brassy cursive lettering. I              
played with it that evening before the sun began to set and was able to sloppily                
approximate the experiment by holding the prism up to the deep golden sunlight as it               
shined directly into my bedroom closet. For a moment there, I had made my own               
rainbow. 
In the beginning of June, the month of Pride, as Spring began to shift into               
Summer, my roommate and I were preparing to move out the following month. After              
shifting boxes and furniture around, I ended up fostering a glass side table of his next to                 
my bed. I hardly ever used it, but one late afternoon, as I sat on the side of the bed to                     
organize a box of files, I noticed a line of rainbow light that fractured itself between a tab                  
at the top of the box and the short stack of manila folders inside. I pushed the box away                   
as if I were exposing the hardwood floor with this diminutive beam of light, and I laid                 
down with it.  
This chance encounter, purely indicative of the geometry of being, had served to             
reboot my interest in the rainbow. Over those first couple weeks of June, the sunlight               
would flood the patio, living room, and kitchen. I would discover several rainbows at a               
time, and often in new places throughout the apartment: the glass ashtray on the table               
outside, the white sofa and grey curtains next to the sliding glass door, the purple living                
room carpet, the stainless steel kitchen sink.  
8 
With this surplus of sunlight, I decided to revisit the prism. Balanced on the              
window sill in my bedroom, the prism dispersed the white light into saturated, blotchy              
configurations of the rainbow. With the prism pinched between the tips of my fingers, I               
sat and gently rotated it, casting the light around and within the square perimeter of the                
room.  
The following week, I had spent an entire afternoon primarily looking ​through the             
prism, observing the kaleidoscopic way it could turn an image in on itself. It was a sunny                 
day — the usual patio rainbows had caught my attention. The prism was casually              
propped up next to the TV on the entertainment center in the living room. As the prism                 
basked in the sunlight, I averted my eyes over to the far end of the hallway: a thick,                  
diagonal rainbow slash had taken form on the hardwood floor. I carefully adjusted the              
prism and the rainbow inched closer to the hallway mirror, until it doubled within the               
reflected space itself.  
As the two rainbows approached one another, the trajectory of the light had             
reflected back out. Merged together, the two rainbows formed an X. As I stood there,               
my image doubled along with that of the rainbow, I was able to separate each individual                
wavelength of light passing through the prism with my iPhone camera. An optical effect              
that my retinas alone could not compute, my eyes were instead transfixed upon the              
screen’s image. I scanned through each color of the spectrum and I felt as if I had come                  
full circle — that I had arrived inside of the rainbow. 
* * * 
9 
The following afternoon was sunny and breezy, and I had been invited to join              
some friends on a roof in Bushwick to paint. I’m no painter, but in the months before, my                  
mother had sent me a 4-by-4-inch canvas to create something for my Aunt Cynthia.              
After poorly attempting to render an object or scene, I decided to simply lay out beads of                 
acrylic paint — red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet — and squeegeed them              
across the canvas with a card from my wallet. Framed by a layer of matte black, this                 
glossy streak of color conjured the rainbow as an image. 
Severe thunderstorms rolled in later that day, and when the intense downpour            
had subsided just before sunset, a double rainbow appeared in the sky above New York               
City . It happened unbeknownst to me. I was inside of my apartment when a friend had                5
mentioned it, and I frantically hopped up the several flights of stairs to the roof to try and                  
catch a glimpse. By the time I had emerged from the stairwell, the spectrum had merely                
become a dim impression in the darkened sky. Although I did feel as if I had missed the                  
event, a part of me rejoiced at the power of such a subtle glow.  
  





“Visible and mobile, my body is a thing among things; it is one of them. It is                 
caught in the fabric of the world, and its cohesion is that of a thing. But because it                  
moves itself and sees, it holds things in a circle around itself. Things are an annex or                 
prolongation of itself; they are incrusted in its flesh, they are part of its full definition; the                 
world is made of the very stuff of the body.” — Maurice Merleau-Ponty  6
 
Private Rainbows is a slideshow consisting of the collection of rainbows found            
and made in my apartment. The silent video, which plays on a consumer-grade monitor              
like the one in my living room, opens with the black emptiness of the screen. A few                 
seconds later, the first image — the wavy rainbow on the entertainment center —              
appears as a vertical slice in the center of the screen. The video sequence, recorded               
live from my iPhone and into QuickTime, spans over 200 images. A “phantom finger”              
swipes from one image to the next, zooms in and out of the image, and inches further                 
and further into the rainbow. This screen-within-a-screen serves to negate the illusory            
by drawing attention to format. As the user-narrator, my body takes on an indexical              
presence within the margins — as the swipe that guides the sequence, the eye              
observing from behind the camera, the body moving through space. The image exists             
not in and of itself, but in the terms of its confinement within the space of the screen —                   
how it is to be seen.  
Spectrum Song is a video installation that unfolds over the space of eight             
sequential macOS desktops, customized with background colors matching the original          
eight stripes of the LGBT flag. I think about the colors of the rainbow as a structure and                  
6 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, “Eye and Mind” in ​The Merleau-Ponty Aesthetics Reader: 
Philosophy and Painting​, pg. 124-25. 
11 
a symbol, where images and videos specific to individual colors pop up on the projected               
screens, moving the viewer through the spectrum. The sequence builds slowly; images            
flicker, resize, and rearrange until the space of the image is zoomed in too far —                
resulting in the computer making the sound effect of the “bump.” The content that              
populates each color screen throughout the video is sourced from everyday life. Images             
that match each respective background color appear and disappear until the eight            
timelines sync together in unison, producing yet another rainbow within the rainbow            
configuration. As this visual cacophony subsides, the “song” tapers out with a video of              
iridescent rainbows in a pot of rice steaming on the stovetop. A short text follows, and                
the video ends and begins again: 
 
The rainbow came to me phenomenologically in the space of everyday           
life. It’s appearance in my living room signalled a passive-turned-active          
looking that developed over the course of a year. The rainbow not only             
accrued meaning over time, but also enriched my surroundings. What was           
banal and insignificant went through a process of transformation; a kind of            
alchemy that served to create beauty out of boredom. The rainbow           
presents something of a paradox. Despite its symbolic and political weight,           
it retains a certain flexibility as a sign. It is essentially nothing, but it is that                
very emptiness that enables it to be a container. To believe in the rainbow              
is to believe that something can come out of nothing. 
 
 
In both works, I situate my subjectivity in relation to the space of the apartment               
and navigate the contents of my own life. Objects such as bedding, clothing, and              
furniture, which were at one time products that could have appeared in the space of an                
advertisement, become stand-ins for the self. The screen functions not only as a site for               
activity, but as a framework for the production of one’s image. This flip-flop of control               
over one’s own subjectivity — between the screen and its user, the product and the               
12 
consumer — is central to the way that I see the world. Clicking, dragging, buying,               
wearing — these quiet gestures of self-enunciation constitute a body behind the cursor.             




Since as early as the 16th century, the rainbow has been used as a motif in flags                 
around the world. These flags, which vary in design and color scheme, also range in               
signification. From uses in religious iconography to political ideology, the rainbow has            
stood for a sense of hope throughout history. The rainbow retains a sense of flexibility               
between its status as both a meteorological phenomenon and a cultural symbol. It can              
have meaning attached to it in simply being what it is. 
In the 17th century, Sir Isaac Newton was the first to discover the properties of               
light and color. Scientifically speaking, the rainbow is a meteorological phenomenon that            
occurs when light reflects, refracts, and disperses through a water droplet, usually            
taking form as a multicolored arc in the sky. This arc, being a thing of optical presence                 
and not an object, cannot be approached as one might move toward a building. The               
rainbow exists in no place; it manifests itself on its own terms. A similar effect happens                
when white light enters a prism. The light, moving from one medium to another,              
changes speed and disperses into a spectrum of color. These different wavelengths of             
light operate at different speeds. 
On June 25, 1978, a flag that San Francisco City Supervisor Harvey Milk had              
asked Gilbert Baker to design debuted at the Gay Freedom Day Parade. Hand-dyed             
and assembled by Baker and a group of thirty volunteers, this rainbow flag came out of                
an incredible need for identity, unity, and visibility. Each of the eight stripes had a               
meaning attributed to them: hot pink (sex), red (life), orange (healing), yellow (sunlight),             
green (nature), turquoise (art), indigo (serenity), and violet (spirit). As demand for the             
14 
flag grew after the assassination of Harvey Milk that November, pragmatic changes had             
to be made. The hot pink stripe was removed all together due to fabric unavailability,               
and in order to have an even number, turquoise and indigo were combined into royal               
blue. Functioning as an iconographic signifier of queerness, this six-stripe version can            
be found around the world in a number of forms. It’s omnipresence and reproducibility              
has enabled it to circulate not only as a flag, but as a wearable or decorative                
commodity, as well. 
Spectrum Song (2017-2018) puts forth yet another configuration of the rainbow           
as a symbol. Using Baker’s original creation as a format, my own subjectivity is              
embedded within sets of meaning already associated with the rainbow. The           
personalized interface of the macOS, designed with order and productivity in mind,            
serves as yet another format to work off of. In thinking about Michel de Certeau’s ​The                
Practice of Everyday Life​, these formats might be best understood as “strategy” and the              
ways in which I navigate them as “tactics.” ​The interface, particularly the            7
world-as-interface​, offers a grid through which content moves. I’m interested in           
contrasting this rigid sense of order with a romantic exploration of quotidian rhythms, set              
within the parameters of daily routine. Our subjectivities are heavily produced by the             
7 “I call a ​strategy the calculation (or manipulation) of power relationships that becomes              
possible as soon as a subject with will and power (a business, an army, a city, a                 
scientific institution) can be isolated. It postulates a ​place that can be delimited as its               
own and serve as the base from which relations with an ​exteriority composed of targets               
or threats (customers or competitors, enemies, the country surrounding the city,           
objectives and objects of research, etc.) can be managed.” Certeau describes tactics as             
“an art of the weak” that pins hope “on a clever utilization of time, of the opportunities it                  
presents and also of the play that it introduces into the foundations of power.” Michel de                
Certeau, ​The Practice of Everyday Life​, pg. 35-39. 
15 
images and products that surround us. I use that same set of means to reveal               
something else. Authorship becomes usership.  
16 
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Installation view, ​Private Rainbows​ and ​Rainbow Painting (For Aunt Cynthia)​, Hunter 








Still from ​Private Rainbows​, 2017, single-channel video, color, silent, 6 minutes, 20 
seconds 
 










Still from ​Spectrum Song​, 2017-2018, two-channel video installation, color, sound, 9 
minutes, 1 second 
 









Windowsill Prism​, 2018, glass triangular prism on windowsill, 6 x 1 ½ x 1 ½ inches 
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